By using the analogy between optics and quantum mechanics, we obtain the Snell law for the planar motion of quantum particles in the presence of quaternionic potentials.
The analogy between optics and quantum mechanics allows to obtain this fascinating law by analyzing the reflected and refracted waves for the planar (y, z) motion of a quantum mechanical particle in the presence of a stratified potential [18, 19] , V 1 (z * ) = { 0 for z * < d * and V 1 for z * > d * } ,
whose discontinuity is at a distance d * from the particle source along the z * -stratification axis forming with the incident direction z an angle θ (see Fig. 1a ), y * z * = cos θ sin θ − sin θ cos θ y z .
The solution of the Schrödinger equation for z * < d * (region I) is given by ψ I (y * , z * ) = ψ inc (y * , z * ) + r ψ ref (y * , z * )
where r is the reflection amplitude [1] ,
ψ in the incoming wave moving along the z-axis,
and, finally, ψ ref the reflected wave,
Region I (z * < d * ) represents the plane zone which is potential free. Consequently, from the Schrödinger equation, we obtain the well known momentum/energy relation,
In region II (z * > d * ), the solution is given by
where t is the transmission amplitude and, due to the fact that the discontinuity is along z * , the momentum component perpendicular to this axis is not influenced by the potential, consequently q y * = p y * . From the Schrödinger equation in the presence of step-wise potentials
we obtain the following momentum/energy relation
where we have introduced the dimensionless quantity
The incoming wave has a momentum p and moves along z. The incidence angle with respect to the z * -axis is θ, p z * = p cos θ .
The transmitted wave moves in the potential region with momentum np. The transmitted angle is ϕ (see Fig 1a) , consequently q z * = np cos ϕ .
From Eq.(9), we find
Thus, we recover the Snell law given in the beginning of this section. As it is illustrated in Fig. 1a , an incoming particle with energy E = 3 V 1 which moves along the z-axis forming an angle π/4 with respect to the z * -axis, will be deflected, in the potential region, forming an angle
with respect to the z * -axis. Before of concluding this section, we observe that from the continuity equations for the wave function and its derivative at the discontinuity z * = d * , we find the following reflection amplitude
From the reflection amplitude is immediately seen that for sin θ > n,
we have total internal reflection. In Fig. 1a , where E = 3 V 1 , the critical angle is given by
III. QUATERNIONIC QUANTUM MECHANICS AND SNELL LAW
In the previous section, we have obtained the Snell law and the reflection coefficient for planar motion in the presence of complex potentials. Is the Snell law somehow modified if we repeat the previous analysis for Schrödinger equation in the presence of a quaternionic potential?
The answer is yes and we are going show how. The time-independent Schrödinger equation in the presence of a quaternionic potential,
is given by [7, 17] 
Multiplying the previous equation from the left by the quaternionic conjugate operator of H (H) and observing that H i = i H, we get
From the previous equation, we obtain the solution which generalizes the complex solution q z * , i.e.
which characterizes the plane wave in the potential region,
and the additional solution
which generates evanescent wave solutions in z * . We shall give the explicit quaternionic solutions in the next section. Let us now examine how the Snell law is modified by the new momentum Q z * . From Eq.(16), we find
The presence of a quaternionic part in our potential generates the refractive index
and consequently the new Snell law sin θ = N sin φ .
As it is illustrated in Fig. 1b , if we replace the complex potential V 1 by a pure quaternionic potential of the same modulus V 
The critical angle is now defined in terms of the complex (V 1 ) and quaternionic (V 2,3 ) parts of the potential
which for the case illustrated in Fig. 1b where
In Fig. 2 , we show the potential dependence for the critical angle. In particular in Fig. 2a , we compare the critical angle behavior for complex and pure quaternionic potential of the same modulus. The plot clearly show that pure quaternionic potentials have a greater diffusion zone than complex potentials. This can be explained by noting that
We conclude this section, by observing that for small quaternionic perturbations on complex potential, the new refractive index N can be rewritten in terms of the standard refractive index n as follows
The effect of quaternionic perturbations on complex potentials is illustrated in Fig. 2b .
IV. THE REFLECTION AMPLITUDE FOR QUATERNIONIC POTENTIALS
To find the reflection amplitude in quaternionic quantum mechanics, we have to impose the continuity of the wave function and its derivative at the potential discontinuity d * . In the free potential region, z * < d * , the quaternionic solution is given by [7] Ψ
In the potential region, z * > d * , the solution of Eq.(15), obtained after some algebraic manipulations, reads [12] [13] [14] Ψ II (y * , z
where
, and
From the continuity equations, we get
which implies
from which we obtain
Taking the complex limit of Eq.(27), observing that αβ → 0 and Q z * → q z * , we obtain
and recover the result given in section II, see Eq. (12) . Observe that for E cos θ < V 1 we have total internal reflection. In Fig. 3 , we plot the reflection amplitude behavior for fixed incidence angles as a function of the potential (see Fig. 3a ) and for a fixed potential as a function of the incidence angle (see Fig 3b) . From the plots it is evident that by increasing the quaternionic part of the potential we increase the diffusion zone.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The well-known analogy between optics and complex quantum mechanics [5, 6] allow to obtain the relationship between the sine of the angles of incidence, θ, and refraction, ϕ, of waves passing through a boundary between two different isotropic media, i.e sin θ = n sin ψ , by analyzing the planar motion of a quantum particle moving from the free region, z * < d * , to the potential region V 1 , z * > d * . In the complex case the refractive index is given by
where E is the energy of the incoming particle. In this paper, we have extended such a study to quaternionic potentials. The presence of a quaternionic part in the potential modified the refractive index as follows
Consequently, the new Snell law becomes sin θ = N sin φ .
The potential dependence of the critical angle, see Fig. 2 , and the reflection amplitude behavior as a function of the complex/quaternionic potential ratio, see Fig. 3a , and of the incidence angle, see Fig. 3b , allow to know in which situations we can distinguish between complex and quaternionic potentials. Finally, in the tunneling energy zone, V 2 2 + V 2 3 < E and |V | > E, we find Q z * = i |Q z * |, Q z * = i | Q z * | and αβ ∈ R. In this limit,
For total reflection, the addition phase in the reflection coefficient is responsible for the GoosHänchen shift [20] . In a forthcoming paper, we shall investigate in detail the phase change which takes place on total reflection. This study could be useful to identify in which dielectric systems quaternionic deviations from the complex optical path can be seen. Another interesting generalization of the analysis presented in this paper is represented by the possibility to extend the non relativistic discussion to the quaternionic relativistic case [21, 22] and eventually to Clifford algerbas [23] [24] [25] . Reflection amplitude behavior for a fixed incidence angle as function of the potential (a) and for a fixed potential as function of the incidence angle (b). The plots clearly show that, by increasing the quaternionic part of the potential, we increase the diffusion zone. Consequently the reflection probability decreases with respect to complex potentials.
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